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Manage Partitions with GParted How-toPackt Publishing, 2012

	Modern disk drives can store vast amounts of information. To effectively use all of this space, you can partition disk drives into separate storage areas. These separate storage areas enable you to organize your data, improve system performance, and install and use many operating systems


	"Manage Partitions with GParted"...
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GNU Autoconf, Automake, and LibtoolSams Publishing, 2000
This book is a tutorial for Autoconf, Automake and Libtool, hereafter referred to as the GNU Autotools.  The GNU manuals that accompany each tools adequately document each tool in isolation.  Until now, there has not been a guide that has described how these tools work together.

If you are a developer and are looking to...
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GNU/Linux Application Programming (Programming Series)Charles River, 2008
GNU/Linux is the Swiss army knife of operating systems. You’ll find it in the smallest devices (such as an Apple iPod) to the largest most powerful supercomputers (like IBM’s Blue Gene). You’ll also find GNU/Linux running on the most diverse architectures, from the older x86 processors to the latest cell processor that powers the...
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Bluetooth Essentials for ProgrammersCambridge University Press, 2007
This book provides an introduction to Bluetooth programming, with a specific focus on developing real code.  The authors discuss the major concepts and techniques involved in Bluetooth programming, with special emphasis on how they relate to other networking technologies.  They provide specific descriptions and examples for creating applications in...
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Beginning Databases with PostgreSQL: From Novice to Professional, Second EditionApress, 2005
Welcome to Beginning Databases with PostgreSQL.
Early in our careers, we came to recognize the qualities of open-source software. Not only
is it often completely free to use, but it can also be of extremely high quality. If you have a problem,
you can examine the source code to see how it works. If you find a bug, you can fix it...
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Collision Detection in Interactive 3D EnvironmentsMorgan Kaufmann, 2003
The heart of any system that simulates the physical interaction between objects is collision detectionthe ability to detect when two objects have come into contact. This system is also one of the most difficult aspects of a physical simulation to implement correctly, and invariably it is the main consumer of CPU cycles. Practitioners, new to the...
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Learning Linux Shell ScriptingPackt Publishing, 2015

	
		Unleash the power of shell scripts to solve real-world problems by breaking through the practice of writing tedious code 

	
		About This Book

		
			Learn how to efficiently and effectively build shell scripts and develop advanced applications with this handy book
	
			Develop high...
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Ant: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2002
Ant is the premiere build management tool for use in Java environments. Unlike traditional build management tools such as GNU Make, Ant is itself written in Java, is platform independent, and interfaces well with the utilities in Sun's Java software development kit (SDK). In addition to being platform independent, Ant is also independent of the...
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SUSE Linux 9.3 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
SUSE Linux is an increasingly popular Linux distribution that competes head-on with Red Hat’s Linux versions. SUSE Linux’s fortunes have been on the rise following Novell’s acquisition of Germany’s SUSE Linux AG for $210 million. SUSE is looking for more growth in the U.S. marketplace, helped in part by IBM’s $50...
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Linux Programming UnleashedSams Publishing, 1999
Linux Programming Unleashed is a complete and comprehensive reference for intermediate to advanced Linux developers that covers every possible use of Linux. Topics include: Core Linux Programming; Interprocess Communication; Device Drivers; Development Tools (make, Emacs, diff and patch, etc.); Programming the User Interface;  programming...
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Linear Mixed-Effects Models Using R: A Step-by-Step ApproachSpringer, 2013

	Linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) are an important class of statistical models

	that can be used to analyze correlated data. Such data include clustered

	observations, repeated measurements, longitudinal measurements, multivariate

	observations, etc.





	The aim of our book is to help readers in fitting LMMs using R...
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Linux Shell Scripting Cookbook, Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	Don't neglect the shell - this book will empower you to use simple commands to perform complex tasks. Whether you're a casual or advanced Linux user, the cookbook approach makes it all so brilliantly accessible and, above all, useful.


	Overview

	
		Master the art of crafting one-liner command sequence...
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